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Milnor has shown that if L is a separable extension of a local field K, and V 
and Ware two quadratic spaces over L that have the same rank and determinant 
but are not isomorphic, then the quadratic spaces V, and W, also have the same 
properties. Here V, signifies V considered as a K-vector space with the quadratic 
structure qg given by (Tr B(x, , x,)), where B is a bilinear form on V x V, 
arising out of the given quadratic form q on V. 
Scharlau [4] generalized the above slightly and introduced the notion of 
Milnor fields. In this note, we prove an analog of a theorem of Scharlau for 
Hensel fields of arbitrary (but finite) rank. 
In Section 1, we briefly recall the notion of Milnor fields after introducing the 
notion of “transfer” and in Section 2, we establish our notation regarding 
induced and subordinate valuation as well as the notion of Hensel fields. The 
main theorem is stated and proved in Section 3. 
1. MILNOR FIELDS 
We begin with a finite algebraic extension L of an arbitrary field K. Suppose 
u: L ++ K is a nonzero K-linear map on the K-space L. Then if q is any non- 
degenerate quadratic form over L, we set a*(q) = u(q) = (~(a~),..., ~(a,)) if 
4 = (aI, a2 ,..., 42. 
It can be shown that o*(q) is a nondegenerate quadratic form over K. Thus u 
gives rise to the so-called transfer map which is a homomorphism from W(L) to 
W(K), where W(-) denotes the Witt group of the argument. If L is separable 
over K then it is customary to take the trace map for o. 
On the other hand, we have the “Frobenius reciprocity” (see [I, p. 192]), 
which yields 
u*(q,‘) z 9’ 0 a*<1 >, 
where qr’ is a quadratic form over L arising out of a given quadratic form q’ 
over K, and u*(l) is a nondegenerate quadratic space over K of form [L: K] . 
(l>K * 
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Now we define the notion of a Milnor field. 
DEFINITION (Scharlau [4]). Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2. 
K is said to be a Milnor field of degree n if the following two conditions are 
fulfilled. 
(i) If L is any finite algebraic extension of K, then there exists a unique 
anisotropic form DL over L of dimension 2 A. Every form of dimension >2n over 
L is isotropic. For any anisotropic form # over L, there exists a z,!J’ such that 
(ii) If N 3 L 3 K is a chain of finite extensions and u: NH L is a nonzero 
L-linear map, then a*(DN) is equivalent to GL. 
The following remarks are in order. 
Remark 1. In any given situation, to verify condition (ii) of the definition 
above, it is sufficient to check it for a single nonzero L-linear map oO , since, for 
any other such map u, there exists a unique nonzero element a, in N* such that 
a, . QN E ‘,P, (see [4] for details). 
Remark 2. As a consequence of a result of Springer [5], to check condition 
(ii) for a field to be a Milnor field, it is sufficient to confine ourselves to even- 
degree extensions. For this, we can use Frobenius reciprocity and the fact that 
to obtain 
a*(@fq) g CDL g? u*(l) 
- @r. @ (1, 1, ----I, 1, -l,... > wdj,. = 
2. INDUCED AND SUBORDINATE VALUATIONS AND HENSEL FIELDS 
Let (K, o, r) be a field K with valuation z, that has its values in a totally 
ordered Abelian group I? If (21, &) is the local ring of valuation w, then it is well 
known that there is a l-l correspondence (which inverts the inclusion order) 
between the prime ideals of 1 and the convex subgroups of r. If P is a prime ideal 
of II and d is the corresponding convex subgroup then we can define a valuation 
vP on K with value group T/A. The valuation ring of vup is QP (the localization of II 
at P) and the maximal ideal of the valuation is P . fp = P. This valuation wp is 
called a subordinate valuation. Suppose Kp = ‘Up/P. If P’ is a prime ideal con- 
tained in P with A,, as its associated convex subgroup of r, then we have a 
valuation up, , defined on Kp with values in Ap,/Ap in a natural way. This valua- 
tion @p* is called an induced valuation, 
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A field K with valuation v is said to be Henselian if (II, A) satisfies Hensel’s 
lemma. It can be seen that if (K, v, r) is Henselian then (K, wP) and (& , up,) are 
Henselian for any prime P C II and P’ C P. For the first, namely, (K, vP) is 
Henselian, see [2 p. 188, Example 51; the second can be proved without difficulty. 
In the sequel we are interested in a Henselian field whose values lie in a 
hereditary discrete orderedgroup of finite rank. By hereditary discrete we mean an 
ordered group which is discrete in the sense that every element has a successor 
and in which every subgroup is also discrete under induced order. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
First we begin by proving the analog of Scharlau’s theorem for Henselian 
fields of rank 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let (K, v) be a discrete rank 1 Henselim$eld with k as its residue 
class field. Suppose the characteristic of k is d@rentfrom 2. If k is a Milnor$eld of 
degree n, then K is a Milnorfield of degree (n + I). 
Proof. Let L be a finite algebraic extension of K with 1 as its residue class 
field. Then I is finite algebraic over k. As k is a Milnor field of degree 
n, there exists a unique anisotropic form @jr of dimension 2” over 1. Set @ as a 
form over L whose first and second residue class forms are isomorphic 
to @r . Then 
@ = (a,, a2 ,..,, a,> + (4 ,4 ,..., &J, 
where the ai , bi belong to L and are such that 
In the above rr is a uniformizing parameter of the discrete valuation ring L. 
Now @ is anisotropic over L and its dimension is 2”+1. Using the method of 
Springer we can see that any quadratic form of dimension 2n+l is isotropic 
because any form over 1 of dimension >2n is isotropic. 
Next we verify condition (ii) of the definition. For this we first note that as the 
characteristic of k is different from 2, any purely inseparable extension of K or 
any tamely ramified extension of K is of odd degree, so .that by Remark 2, such 
extensions do not present any difficulty. 
So we need only consider the cases of unramified extensions and totally 
ramfied extensions. If Km denotes the maximal unramified extension of K in L, 
then L is cyclic over Knr and now, as in the case of finite fields, we can reduce our 
problem to the case of quadratic extensions. 
Case 1. L is a totally ramified quadratic extension of K. Then L = K (A2), 
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where rr can be taken as a uniformizing parameter of K. By our assumption, there 
exists a unique anisotropic form Cp, over k. Now set 
4 ES <al , a2 ,..., a,> 0 (4 , rb2 ,..., &A 
where 
(4, ii2 ,..., iQ - a$ and (61 > 62 2*-e, hz) -0. 
This $I is an anisotropic form over K. Now define u: L -+ K, by u(1) = 1 and 
a(~~/~) = 0. Then 
Case 2. L is an unramified extension. First we write 
In this the first residue class form of J,!J~(#~) is QjK(@J and the second residue class 
forms are both zero. Now writing L = K(x) with x a unit in the valuation ring of 
L and setting a K-linear map u from L to K by u( 1) = 1, 
u(x) = u(x”) = .** = +n--l) = 0, 
we find that u induces an Z-linear map 6 from I to k and we use this to obtain 
0) (u*(~dl = DEW - @k 
(ii) (~*(&i)>~ - 0. 
Here the suffixes denote the residue class forms. Consequently, we obtain 
as desired. 
In the next theorem, we extend Theorem 1 to Henselian fields of arbitrary 
rank. 
THEOREM 2. Let (K, v, I’) be a Henselian-valued field with values in u here- 
ditary discrete ordered group of j&e rank r. If k is the residue class field of (K, a), 
and k is a M&or Jield of degree n, then K is a Milnor field of degree (n + I). 
Proof. We prove Theorem 2 by induction on the rank. If r = 1, Theorem 1 
yields the result. Now suppose that the result is valid for all (K’, v’, P) with 
rank of r’ < r, and let (K, v, r) be a Hensel field of rank r. Suppose A is the 
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maximal proper convex subgroup of I’. Then the rank of A is (r - 1). Denote 
by P the prime ideal of the valuation ring 21 corresponding to A. Then P is the 
least nonzero prime ideal of 21. The subordinate valuation zlP arising out of P has 
QP as its valuation ring, and I’/A G Z as its value group. Thus (K, uP) is a 
discrete rank 1 Hensel field with Op/P = K P as its residue class field. Now KP 
under the induced valuation vp~ is Henselian with value group d and A is of 
rank (r - I). Hence by the induction assumption, (KP , ti>, d) is a Milnor 
field of degree (n + r - I). Now we use Theorem 1 to show that (K, v, r) is a 
Milnor field of degree (n + r). 
We end this note with the remark that a field with a higher (than 1) rank 
valuation which is “complete in stages” (see [3]) also has the property stated in 
the Theorem 2, since such fields are also Henselian. 
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